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1.0  SCOPE OF WORK 
1.1 Summary 
The Board of Regents of The University of Oklahoma (University) invites interested Suppliers to 
submit Proposals to furnish the University with an INVENTORY CONTROL SYSTEM FOR A HIGH 
DENSITY STORAGE FACILITY. 
1.2 Coverage and Participation 
Campus locations or University Components are listed in the table below.  It is possible that coverage 
is intended for all or some of these locations or components.  The University reserves the right to 
add and/or delete elements, or to change any element of the coverage and participation at any time 
without prior notification and without any liability of any kind or amount. 
 
University Component 
Main University – Norman 
Center for Graduate Studies – Tulsa 
OU Health Sciences Center (OUHSC) – Oklahoma City 
OU – Tulsa Campus 
OUHSC Nursing Program – Lawton 
OUHSC Family Medicine Clinic – Enid 
OUHSC College of Medicine – Tulsa 
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2.0 GENERAL INFORMATION AND INSTRUCTIONS 
2.1 University Demographics Created by the Oklahoma Territorial Legislature in 1890, the University of 
Oklahoma is a doctoral degree-granting research university serving the educational, cultural, economic and 
health-care needs of the state, region and nation. The Norman campus serves as home to all of the university’s 
academic programs except health-related fields. The OU Health Sciences Center, which is located in 
Oklahoma City, is one of only four comprehensive academic health centers in the nation with seven 
professional colleges. Both the Norman and Health Sciences Center colleges offer programs at the 
Schusterman Center, the site of OU-Tulsa. OU enrolls more than 30,000 students, has more than 2,700 full-
time faculty members and has 21 colleges offering 171 majors at the baccalaureate level, 152 majors at the 
master’s level, 79 majors at the doctoral level, 32 majors at the doctoral professional level, and 35 graduate 
certificates. The university’s annual operating budget is $1.8 billion. The University of Oklahoma is an equal 
opportunity institution.  www.ou.edu/eoo 
 
 In 2015 OU became the first public university in U.S. history to be ranked No. 1 in freshman National Merit 
Scholars enrolled. 
 OU ranks No. 1 in the nation among all public institutions in the number of National Merit Scholars enrolled, 
with more than 750 National Merit Scholars. 
 This year’s freshman class is the biggest and best in OU history! The class is the highest ranked in OU 
history and in Oklahoma history at a public university with an average 26.4 ACT for incoming freshmen and 
is the largest in OU history, with more than 4,175 students.  
 The Princeton Review consistently ranks OU among the best in the nation in terms of academic excellence 
and cost for students. 
 OU has consistently been designated as one of America’s 100 Best College Buys by Institutional Research 
& Evaluation, an independent higher education research and consulting organization. 
 OU is the only public university in Oklahoma to be included in the Fiske Guide to Colleges, which lists the top 
10 percent of all U.S. universities. 
 OU has produced 29 Rhodes Scholars; no other university in Oklahoma has had more than three. 
 OU is the only university in the nation, public or private, whose students have won Goldwater, Mitchell, 
Truman, Rhodes, Marshall, Fulbright and National Security Education Program scholarships in the same 
year. 
 With construction underway, OU will become one of the first public universities in the country to build 
residential colleges for upperclassmen and women, patterned on those at Yale, Harvard, Oxford and 
Cambridge in England. The living/learning communities will become the cornerstone of the undergraduate 
experience. 
 OU is the only public university in the nation to be awarded the prestigious Davis Cup for the third 
consecutive year in recognition of its record-setting enrollment of United World College international 
freshmen. OU is the only public university to ever be awarded the Davis Cup. 
 The OU Honors College is one of the top 25 programs at a public university in the nation based on  A Review 
of Fifty Public University Honors Programs. Also on the list are the Echols Scholars Program at the 
University of Virginia; the College of Literature, Science and the Arts Honors Program at the University of 
Michigan; and Honors Carolina at the University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill. 
 OU is the only Big 12 University to be selected as having one of America’s 25 most beautiful campuses. 
 OU is the only Big 12 University to be named in the top 10 of the most impressive historic college campuses 
in the nation. 
 OU's fall-to-fall retention rate this year for freshmen is at a university all-time high of 86.1 percent. 
 OU averaged the lowest increase in tuition and fees nationwide for the five-year period from 2008-09 to 
2013-14 at a statewide public university over the last five years, according to a 2013 College Board report.  
 OU’s Debate Teams have won the National University Debate Championship four times in the last eight 
years, with an OU debater winning the award as best speaker at the 2014 National Debate Tournament.  
 In honor of OU’s 125th anniversary, the University has launched a $500 million private fundraising campaign, 
of which the largest component is to raise $100 million to provide undergraduate scholarships and graduate 
fellowships. 
 OU’s $250 million Campaign for Scholarships has reached $285 million in gifts and pledges. The success of 
the campaign has allowed OU to more than double its private scholarships. 
 OU continues to break private fundraising records, with more than $2.3 billion in gifts and pledges since 
1994, which has provided funding for dramatic capital improvements, the growth in faculty endowment and 
student scholarships. 
 OU has increased, from 94 to 562, the number of endowed faculty positions in the past 22 years, 
demonstrating a strong commitment to excellence. 
 The OU Health Sciences Center is one of only four comprehensive academic health centers in the nation 
with seven professional schools: Allied Health, Dentistry, Medicine, Nursing, Pharmacy, Public Health and 
Graduate Studies. 
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 With more than 600 doctors, OU Physicians is the state’s largest physician group. The practice 
encompasses nearly every adult and child specialty. 
 Many OU Physicians have expertise in the management of complex conditions that is unavailable anywhere 
else in the state, region or sometimes even the nation. Some have pioneered surgical procedures or 
innovations in patient care that are world firsts. 
 OU Children’s Physicians is a group of 200 doctors who practice as part of OU Physicians. These specialists 
see many children with birth defects, critical injuries or serious diseases who can’t be helped elsewhere. 
Oklahoma doctors and parents rely on OU Children’s Physicians’ depth of experience, nationally renowned 
expertise and sensitivity to children’s emotional needs. 
 The Stephenson Cancer Center, the largest public-private biomedical initiative in Oklahoma history, provides 
patient-centered care, offering the most advanced cancer detection and treatment technology, the largest 
and most experienced group of cancer specialists, a wide array of supportive services and an environment 
that provides a warm and comforting experience for patients and caregivers. 
 Harold Hamm Diabetes Center is one of the top comprehensive diabetes centers in the world for adults and 
children with Type 1 and Type 2 diabetes, engaging in novel research aimed at progress toward a cure for 
diabetes and its complications, providing dramatically improved patient care, and preventing the spread of 
diabetes through education and early detection. 
 The OU Schusterman Center is home to all OU programs in Tulsa. Located on a 60-acre campus at 41st 
and Yale, it strengthens OU’s presence in northeast Oklahoma and expands educational, research and 
patient care programs in the Tulsa area.  
 OU-Tulsa offers six bachelor’s degree completion programs; 14 master’s degree programs, including 
physician assistant and nurse practitioner programs; doctoral programs in medicine, physical therapy, 
education, early childhood education, engineering, pharmacy and nursing, as well as nine residency 
programs in medicine. 
 OU-Tulsa is home to the OU School of Community Medicine, the first of its kind in the nation, created with 
the explicit purpose of improving the health of all Oklahoma communities. 
 OU’s 277-acre Research Campus is anchored by the Stephenson Research and Technology Center, where 
cutting-edge research includes radar technology, meteorology, genetics, energy and the life sciences. The 
campus is home to the National Weather Center, which houses OU’s academic and research programs in 
meteorology and the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration’s Norman-based weather, research 
and operations programs. 
 OU’s Research Campus was named the No. 1 research campus in the nation in 2013, placing it among such 
past recipients as the Research Triangle Park in North Carolina, Purdue Research Park in Indiana and 
University City Center in Pennsylvania. 
 OU has achieved the Carnegie Foundation’s highest tier of research activity classification, the first time a 
public institution in Oklahoma has received this outstanding recognition. 
 OU is a leader among all American universities in international exchange and study abroad programs. OU 
has expanded Study Abroad programs to include popular programs in Arezzo, Italy; Rio de Janeiro, Brazil; 
and Puebla, Mexico. One in four OU students study abroad during a four-year period. OU currently offers 
programs in 82 countries and over 240 cities in six continents. Students from 140 countries are enrolled at 
OU. 
 To accommodate growing student demand, the College of International Studies was created at OU in 2011. 
The college offers seven majors, an accelerated bachelor’s/master’s program and a joint juris 
doctorate/master’s in international studies.  
 The OU Cousins program matches U.S. and international students to share informal and social experiences. 
Students may volunteer to live on international floors with half of the residents from the United States and 
half from other countries. 
 The OU College of Law is Oklahoma’s premiere law school and is on the rise nationally. It is the highest 
ranked law school in Oklahoma, according to U.S. News & World Report, and for six consecutive years, the 
OU law school has been named a “Best Value” law school by National Jurist Magazine. 
 OU law students make public service a core value. Pro bono volunteering has almost tripled in the last three 
years to more than 14,000 hours this past year.  
 In 2014, the OU College of Law became the first law school in the country to launch a college-wide digital 
initiative, designed to prepare students for success in the digital world. Every law student has been provided 
with an iPad, which will help students learn to research, annotate, organize and present in the digital 
medium. 
 The OU College of Law publishes the only law journal in the United States devoted exclusively to Native 
American legal issues.  
 For the seventh consecutive year, University of Oklahoma students from the Peggy Dow Helmerich School 
of Drama have earned national honors at the Kennedy Center American College Theatre Festival held in 
Washington, D.C. 
 OU’s A. Max Weitzenhoffer School of Musical Theatre is one of the very few university programs in the 
nation that provides students an opportunity to be in the same cast with professional Broadway actors in 
brand-new productions. 
 Dance Magazine places the OU School of Dance in the top three of all dance programs in the country. 
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 OU has one of the oldest comprehensive colleges of fine arts in the Great Plains states, with highly regarded 
schools of Music, Drama, Art and Dance, and programs in opera, musical theater and sculpture. 
 The Gaylord College of Journalism and Mass Communication at OU is home to the Native American 
Journalists Association, the oldest and largest international organization for indigenous journalists.   
 The Michael F. Price College of Business is ranked as one of the nation’s top business schools at the 
undergraduate and graduate levels. The Princeton Review and Entrepreneur Magazine named the 
entrepreneurship undergraduate program in the top 5 and the graduate program in the top 20.  Also, the 
college’s international business program was ranked for the 10th consecutive year as a top 25 program 
by U.S. News & World Report. 
 OU’s Honors College offers one of the most energetic and creative honors programs among public 
universities in the United States. More than 3,000 students participate in small classes, usually of 19 or less. 
More than 80 informal reading groups have been created each year for five years, with a total participation of 
approximately 4,500 Honors and non-Honors students. 
 OU Outreach is one of the largest continuing higher education organizations in the nation and annually 
serves more than 200,000 learners around the world. 
 OU President David Boren, a former U.S. senator and governor of Oklahoma and the longest-serving 
president at a flagship university, teaches an introductory course in political science each semester and 
keeps in close touch with students. 
 The One University Digital Initiative allows OU faculty to develop digital alternatives to high-cost textbooks, 
translating to an annual savings of more than $500 per student in textbook costs. 
 OU is home to one of the two largest natural history museums in the world associated with a university.  The 
Sam Noble Oklahoma Museum of Natural History has more than 10 million artifacts and contains 195,000 
square feet on 40 acres of land.  The museum exhibits include the largest and smallest Apatosaurus on 
display in the world and the oldest work of art ever found in North America — a lightning bolt painted on an 
extinct bison skull.  
 At a White House ceremony last year, the Sam Noble Oklahoma Museum of Natural History at OU was 
named one of the top five museums in the country and was presented the National Medal for Museum and 
Library Service, the nation’s highest honor awarded to museums and libraries. 
 The Fred Jones Jr. Museum of Art at OU houses one of the most important collections of Native American 
art in the United States. During the past 22 years, the museum has acquired several significant collections 
that have further strengthened the museum’s holdings in the areas of Native American and Southwest art. 
Strengths of the nearly 17,000-object permanent collection include the Weitzenhoffer Collection of French 
Impressionism, one of the most important gifts of art ever given to a U.S. public university.  
 The University of Oklahoma Libraries has more than 5 million volumes, commanding lead as the state’s 
largest research library and claiming one of the top two spots in size among Big 12 libraries. 
 The University of Oklahoma maintains one of the three most important collections of early manuscripts in the 
history of science in the United States. It includes Galileo’s own copy of his work, which first used the 
telescope to support the Copernican theory, with corrections in his own handwriting. 
 The OU Libraries recently opened the Peggy V. Helmerich Collaborative Learning Center, which features a 
collaborative classroom and flexible work space areas. It includes a variety of individual and group study 
areas, such as seminar space, a Community Room, a Digital Scholarship Lab, and group meeting and 
research areas. 
 OU has been named a Bicycle Friendly University by the League of American Bicyclists. 
 OU has established a faculty-in-residence program with faculty members and their families living in 
apartments in the student residence halls. 
 OU’s Julian P. Kanter Political Commercial Archive houses the world’s largest collection of U.S. political 
commercials. With more than 95,000 commercials, the archive includes political advertisements dating back 
to 1936 for radio and 1950 for television. 
 OU’s Western History Collections is one of the largest collections in the world of documents and 
photographs, including a rare multivolume portfolio on the Indians of the United States and Alaska by 
Edward S. Curtis. 
 OU is home to the Neustadt International Prize for Literature, considered to be second in prestige only to the 
Nobel Prize and often referred to as the “American Nobel.”  Thirty Neustadt laureates, candidates and jurors 
have won the Nobel Prize in the past 44 years. 
 The Carl Albert Congressional Research and Studies Center houses the papers of more than 55 former 
members of Congress, making it the nation’s most comprehensive center for congressional studies.  
 Five Native American languages are taught at the University of Oklahoma, more than any other university in 
the world. 
 The University of Oklahoma ranks in the top five in the nation in the number of undergraduate degrees 
conferred to Native American students, according to Diverse: Issues in Higher Education. 
 OU has been recognized as an outstanding university for Hispanic students by Hispanic Outlook in Higher 
Education magazine. 
 Since 1994, more than $2 billion in construction projects have been completed, are under way or are 
forthcoming on OU’s three campuses, the largest of which is the $128 million Peggy and Charles 
Stephenson Oklahoma Cancer Center. 
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 OU is one of a small number of Division I-A universities in the nation to receive the Changing Athletes’ Minds 
for Personal Success award for preparing student-athletes for life. The award is based on academic 
excellence, athletic excellence, personal development, community service and career development.  
 The OU Sooners have won 28 national championships in men’s and women’s sports with the latest in 2014 
when the women’s gymnastics team won its first NCAA title. 
 More than 300 Sooner student-athletes were named to the Big 12 Commissioner’s Honor Roll each 
semester last year. More than 50 OU student-athletes recorded a perfect 4.0 GPA last year. 
 Since its creation in 1998, OU’s Office of Technology Development has helped launch 36 companies that 
have generated more than $96 million in capital. In addition, the companies have created in excess of 150 
jobs, which pay on average nearly twice the median household income in Oklahoma. 
 The OU Press is the oldest in the Great Plains states and ranks among the 20 most important university 
presses in the United States. It is a leading publisher of books about Native Americans and the American 
West. 
 The Oklahoma Daily, OU's student newspaper, and Sooner Yearbook are consistently ranked among the 
best in the country. 
 The highly acclaimed journal of international literature, World Literature Today, is published at the University 
of Oklahoma. 
 First- and second-year students receive outstanding instruction and mentoring under a program that brings 
more than 50 retired full professors back to campus to teach their introductory courses. 
 
2.2 Attention to Terms and Conditions 
Suppliers are cautioned to thoroughly understand and comply with all matters covered under the 
Terms and Conditions section of this RFP.  
2.3 RFP Evaluation Criteria 
The evaluation of each Response to this RFP will be based on its overall competence, compliance, 
format, and organization. Pricing will be a criterion, but not necessarily the one receiving the most 
weight. 
2.4 Schedule of Events 
The following schedule will apply to this RFP, but may change in accordance with the University's 
needs. 
Thursday, June 23, 2016    Issue RFP 
Monday, July 11, 2016     5:00 PM CST.  Last date and time OU  
      will accept questions relative to this RFP 
Friday, July 15, 2016     Projected last date OU will issue an  
      addendum 
Thursday, July 21, 2016     RFP Closes at 2:00 PM, CST 
July 28 – August 9       Supplier Presentations, 
(if necessary) 
August 12       Complete Evaluations 
IF NEEDED      Board of Regents Approval 
August 12       Award Notification 
UPON AWARD      Receipt of Bonds and Insurance 
August 18       Commence Service 
TBD       Implementation 
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2.5 Supplier Visits to University Site(s) 
Interested Suppliers should visit the site prior to submitting Proposals and acquaint themselves with 
the conditions under which the work must be performed. Site visits are encouraged/ mandatory. 
Visits should be arranged with the contact listed below. 
 
Name Phone Number 
N/A  
2.6 Pre-Proposal Conference 
A pre-proposal conference will be held as stated below.  
Date Location 
N/A  
The purpose of the conference is to provide an opportunity for Suppliers to ask questions regarding 
terms, conditions, or specifications of the RFP. Supplier attendance is encouraged/mandatory. 
Notification of attendance or nonattendance must be made to the contact listed below. 
Name Phone Number 
N/A  
2.7 Accommodations for People with Disabilities 
If the Supplier or any of the Supplier's employees participating in this RFP need, or have questions 
about the University's accommodations for people with disabilities, please make arrangements with 
the contact listed below. 
Name Phone Number 
N/A  
2.8 Performance Bond, Insurance or Similar Requirement 
Suppliers should read the Terms and Conditions closely to determine whether a performance bond 
or similar requirement is indicated by this RFP. If so, such bond shall be issued to the Board of 
Regents of the University of Oklahoma and that complete and competent evidence of such coverage 
must be provided to the University in the Supplier’s Proposal package. 
2.9 Electronic and Information Tecnnology Accessibility in Accordance with Section 508 of the 
Rehabilitation Act of 1998, as Amended.  (Pursuant to Title 74, Section 85.7d and OAC 580: 15-6-
22) 
All electronic and information technology procurements, agreements, and contracts shall comply with 
Oklahoma Information Technology Accessibility Standards issued by the Oklahoma Office of State 
Finance. 
If this document does not meet your accessibility requirements, please contact the Buyer   
at (405) 325-8519 and appropriate accommodations will be made. 
2.10 Debarment from Federal Healthcare Programs:  
Supplier represents and warrants to University that Supplier, its officers, directors, agents, and 
employees  (i) are not currently excluded, debarred, or otherwise ineligible to participate in the federal 
health care programs as defined in 42 USC § 1320a-7b(f) (the “Federal Healthcare Programs”) or 
any state healthcare programs; (ii) have not been convicted of a criminal offense related to the 
provision of healthcare items or services but have not yet been excluded, debarred, or otherwise 
declared ineligible to participate in the Federal Healthcare Programs or any state healthcare 
programs; and (iii) are not, to the best of its knowledge, under investigation or otherwise aware of 
any circumstances which may result in Supplier being excluded from participation in the Federal 
Healthcare Programs or any state healthcare programs.  This shall be an ongoing representation 
and warranty during the term of this Agreement and Supplier shall immediately notify University of 
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any change in the status of the representations and warranty set forth in this section. Any breach of 
this section shall give the University the right to terminate this Agreement immediately for cause in 
addition to any other remedies available to it herein or by law. 
2.11 Family Educational Right and Privacy Act (FERPA) 
Protection of Confidential Data:  
To the extent applicable to this Request for Proposal and any subsequent Agreement, Supplier 
agrees to abide by the limitations on re-disclosure of personally identifiable information from the 
University’s education records as set forth in The Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act 
(FERPA) (34 CFR § 99.33(a)(2)) and with the terms set forth below. 34 CFR § 99.33 (a)(2) states 
that the officers, employees and agents of a party that receives education record information from 
the University, the educational institution, may use the information, but only for the purposes for 
which the disclosure was made.   
 
Definition: Covered Data and Information (CDI):  
Includes paper and electronic student education record information supplied by University, as well 
as any data provided by University’s students to the Supplier. 
 
Acknowledgment of Access to CDI:  
Supplier acknowledges that the Agreement allows the Supplier access to CDI. 
 
Prohibition on Unauthorized Use or Disclosure of CDI:  
Supplier agrees to hold CDI in strict confidence. Supplier shall not use or disclose CDI received from 
or on behalf of University (or its students) except as permitted or required by the Agreement, as 
required by law, or as otherwise authorized in writing by University. Supplier agrees not to use CDI 
for any purpose other than the purpose for which the disclosure was made. 
 
Return or Destruction of CDI:  
Upon termination, cancellation, expiration or other conclusion of the Agreement, Supplier shall return 
all CDI to University or, if return is not feasible, destroy any and all CDI. If the Supplier destroys the 
information, the Supplier shall provide University with a certificate confirming the date of destruction 
of the data. 
 
Remedies:  
If University reasonably determines in good faith that Supplier has materially breached any of its 
obligations under this contract, University, in its sole discretion, shall have the right to require Supplier 
to submit to a plan of monitoring and reporting; provide Supplier with a fifteen (15) day period to cure 
the breach; or terminate the Agreement immediately if cure is not possible. Before exercising any of 
these options, University shall provide written notice to Supplier describing the violation and the 
action it intends to take. If the Family Policy Compliance Office of the U.S. Department of Education 
determines that the Supplier improperly disclosed personally identifiable information obtained from 
University’s education records, University may not allow the Supplier access to its education records 
for at least five years. 
 
Maintenance of the Security of Electronic Information:  
Supplier shall develop, implement, maintain and use appropriate administrative, technical and 
physical security measures to preserve the confidentiality, integrity and availability of all electronically 
maintained or transmitted CDI received from, or on behalf of University or its students. These 
measures will be extended by contract to all subcontractors used by Supplier. 
 
Reporting of Unauthorized Disclosures or Misuse of Covered Data and Information: 
Supplier shall, within one day of discovery, report to University any use or disclosure of CDI not 
authorized by this agreement or in writing by University.  Supplier's report shall identify: (i) the nature 
of the unauthorized use or disclosure, (ii) the CDI used or disclosed, (iii) who made the unauthorized 
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use or received the unauthorized disclosure, (iv) what Supplier has done or shall do to mitigate any 
deleterious effect of the unauthorized use or disclosure, and (v) what corrective action Supplier has 
taken or shall take to prevent future similar unauthorized use or disclosure.  Supplier shall provide 
such other information, including a written report, as reasonably requested by University. 
 
Indemnity:   
Supplier shall defend and hold University harmless from all claims, liabilities, damages, or judgments 
involving a third party, including University’s costs and attorney fees, which arise as a result of 
Supplier’s failure to meet any of its obligations under this agreement. 
 
 
2.12 Executive Order 
As applicable, the provisions of Executive Order 11246, as amended and as supplemented in 
Department of Labor regulations (41 CFR Part 60-1.4(a), 60-300.5(a) and 60-741.5(a) et. seq.), are 
incorporated into this Agreement and must be included in any subcontracts awarded involving this 
Agreement. The parties represent that all services are provided without discrimination on the basis 
of race, color, religion, national origin, sex, sexual orientation, gender identity, disability, political 
beliefs, or veteran’s status; they do not maintain nor provide for their employees any segregated 
facilities, nor will the parties permit their employees to perform their services at any location where 
segregated facilities are maintained. In addition, the parties agree to comply with the applicable 
provisions of Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act and the Vietnam Era Veteran’s Readjustment 
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3.0 DEFINITIONS 
Business Associate – Same as Supplier 
CST – Central Standard Time 
Customer - Unless otherwise implied by the context of the specific provision within this RFP, 
"Customer" means a customer of the Supplier, other than the University. 
Proposal - The entirety of the Supplier’s Responses to each point of this RFP, including any and all 
supplemental offers or information not explicitly requested within this RFP. 
Proprietary Information - Information held by the owner that if released to the public or anyone 
outside the owner’s organization, would be detrimental to its interests. It is an issue of fact rather 
than opinion. 
Provider - Same as Supplier 
Respondent - Same as Supplier 
Response - Same as Proposal 
Request for Proposal (RFP) - A competitive negotiation process. It is not to be confused with an 
Invitation to Bid (ITB), in which goods or services are precisely specified and price is substantially 
the only competitive factor. This RFP provides the University the flexibility to negotiate a mutually 
agreeable relationship. Price is considered, but is not the only factor of evaluation. 
Successful Supplier - Any Supplier selected by the University to receive a notice of award as a 
result of this RFP and to enter into a contract to provide the University with the products or services 
sought by this RFP. 
Supplier - For purposes of this RFP, "Supplier" means any entity responding to this RFP with the 
intention of winning the resulting award of contract, performing the work, and/or delivering the goods 
specified in the section titled "Detailed Specifications."  
Supplier’s Proposal - Same as Proposal. 
Supplier’s Response - Same as Proposal. 
University - For purposes of this RFP, the scope of the term "University" is described in the 
paragraph titled "Scope" within the section titled "Terms and Conditions." 
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4.0 TERMS AND CONDITIONS 
4.1 Terms and Conditions for the Resulting Contract 
4.1.1 Contractual Force and Effect 
The following terms and conditions establish the University's rights and expectations with 
respect to the goods and/or services sought hereunder. Unless otherwise specifically 
proposed by the Supplier, each term or condition herein shall, upon award by the University, 
have the force and effect of a contractual understanding between the University and each 
Successful Supplier. The University may pursue any remedy legally available to it in the 
event the Supplier breaches or violates any such term or condition. 
4.1.2 Contract Term (if applicable) 
The University reserves the right to set, and so sets, the intended contract term at a period 
not to exceed five (5) years, beginning July 1, 2015 and ending June 30, 2016, with an option 
to renew each July 1 for the term selected.  While it is the intent of the University to maintain 
the contract for the term selected, as an agency of the State of Oklahoma, the University is 
prohibited from committing or otherwise obligating funds beyond the end of the then-existing 
fiscal year (June 30). Accordingly, the University shall have the option to renew any contract 
awarded under this RFP for up to four (4) additional one-year perio 
ds beyond the first year, one year at a time, in sequence. The University also reserves the 
right terminate any contract at any time upon 30 days notice.  Further, the University 
reserves the right to negotiate with the Supplier any additional contracts that would start prior 
to the intended expiration date, and/or has the option to extend the intended expiration date. 
4.1.3 Performance Bond, Insurance or Similar Requirement 
At its discretion or as mandated by law, ordinance, or regulation, the University may require 
the Supplier to post a performance bond in an amount set by law or at the University's 
discretion, as applicable; and so requires under this RFP in an amount to be not less than 
$100,000. The University, at its discretion, may consider and accept, without any obligation 
to do so, alternate amounts and/or instruments proposed by Suppliers (for example, an 
interest bearing escrow account).  
4.1.4 Date for Reckoning Prompt-payment Discount 
For purposes of determining whether a prompt-payment discount, if applicable, may be taken 
by the University, the starting date of such reckoning period shall be the later of the date of 
a properly executed invoice or the date of completion of service and/or delivery of product. 
4.1.5 Contract Status 
The University may hold each Supplier’s Response to this RFP as a legal offer to contract. 
If the University formally accepts such offer, a contractual relationship shall be deemed to 
exist and the University will so communicate to each Successful Supplier by issuing a notice 
of award. 
4.1.6 Terms and Conditions of Resulting Contract are Incorporated by Reference 
The specifications, terms, and conditions set forth in this RFP and any related award 
document shall be incorporated by reference without Supplier exception into any resulting 
contract between the University and any Successful Supplier.  
4.1.7 Contract Format 
The award notice will be a contract in the form of a document package comprising: 
 All specifications, terms, conditions, and other particulars addressed by this RFP, 
whether in its original form or as amended by addenda; 
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 Each Successful Supplier’s Responses, affidavits, certifications, and other 
information provided hereunder; 
 The results of any final negotiations on those matters eligible for negotiation; and 
 Any additional agreements and/or stipulations. 
4.1.8 Conflicting Provisions 
Under no circumstance shall any provision be effective if it is later found to be in conflict with 
state statute or other superior directive. In the event of a conflict between or among any 
provision contained in the resulting contract, such conflict shall be resolved in the following 
order, most effect to least effect.  
1. Original RFP 
2. Negotiations on those matters eligible for negotiation 
3. Additional agreements and/or stipulations 
4. Supplier’s Proposal 
4.1.9 Discrepancies between Numbers and Words 
In the event of a discrepancy between information written in numbers and the same 
information also written in words, the information written in words shall govern. 
4.1.10 Settlement of Contract Disputes 
In the event of dispute, doubt, or difference of opinion as to any matter related to any contract 
resulting from this RFP, the University reserves the right to select a ranking University 
executive officer to render a decision. Such decision shall be final and binding on all parties 
to the contract. 
4.1.11 Termination for Default / Show Cause Letter / Certain Remedies 
The University may terminate a contract resulting from this RFP, for reason of the Supplier's 
default, if conditions including but not limited to those described in the following list come 
into being.  
 The Supplier is adjudged bankrupt, makes a general assignment for the benefit of 
the Supplier's creditors, or a receiver is appointed on account of the Supplier's 
insolvency. 
 The Supplier persistently or repeatedly refuses or fails to perform any of the 
provisions of the contract; or so fails to make progress pursuant to the contract's 
terms; or so fails to meet any delivery dates that may be specified in the section 
titled "Detailed Specifications," except when extensions may be granted to carry on 
as required by the contract. 
 The Supplier persistently or repeatedly refuses or fails to make prompt payment to 
subcontractors. 
 The Supplier persistently or repeatedly disregards laws, ordinances, or the 
instructions of any duly authorized representative of the University 
 The Supplier otherwise commits a substantial violation of any provision of the 
contract. 
The University may, in its sole discretion and without prejudice to any other right or remedy 
either terminate the contract or deliver to the Supplier a letter citing the instances of 
noncompliance and directing the Supplier to show cause why the contract should not be 
terminated (Show Cause Letter). The Supplier shall have ten (10) days to reply to the Show 
Cause letter and indicate why the contract should not be terminated. The Supplier shall then 
have thirty (30) days to cure the noncompliance cited in the Show Cause Letter. If the 
noncompliance is not cured within thirty (30) days, the University may negotiate a schedule 
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to terminate the contract. In the event all or any part of the contract is terminated, the 
University may take possession of any and all materials and finish the contract by whatever 
methods the University may deem expedient. In such case, the Supplier shall not be entitled 
to any further payment until the contract is finished. The Supplier shall be liable for any 
excess costs incurred by the University to perform the balance of the contract. The rights 
and/or remedies of the University under these terms and conditions are not exclusive but are 
in addition to any other rights and/or remedies provided by law or the contract. The University 
reserves the right to refuse to consider Proposals received from the Supplier in Response to 
RFPs that the University may issue in the future. 
4.1.12 Contract Modification 
No change or modification to a contract resulting from this RFP shall take effect until all 
parties have agreed in writing to such change or modification. 
4.1.13 Contract Assignment or Sublet 
No Successful Supplier shall assign, transfer, or sublet, either in whole or in part, any 
contract resulting from this RFP, without prior written University approval. 
4.1.14 Referencing of Orders 
For each order issued against a contract resulting hereunder, the University intends in good 
faith to reference this RFP for pricing, terms and conditions, delivery location, and other 
particulars. However, in the event the University fails to do so, the University's right to such 
terms, conditions, and particulars shall not be affected; and no liability of any kind or amount 
shall accrue to the University. 
4.1.15 No Waiver of Rights by the University 
No delay or failure on the University's part to enforce any provision of this agreement shall 
constitute or be construed by any party as a waiver or limitation of the University’s rights 
under any resulting contract. 
4.1.16 Choice of Law and Venue 
The resulting Contract, its validity, and disputes arising under it shall be governed by, 
construed, and enforced in accordance with the laws of the State of Oklahoma, without 
regard to its choice of law provisions.   The parties agree that any legal action relating to this 
Contract shall be filed in a court of competent jurisdiction in the State of Oklahoma, to which 
jurisdiction and venue the parties expressly agree. 
4.1.17 Hold Harmless 
Any Successful Supplier who becomes a party to any contract resulting from this RFP shall 
observe and execute indemnity and hold-harmless obligations in Response to the conditions 
included in, but not limited to those described in the following list. The beneficiaries of such 
hold-harmless obligations shall be the State of Oklahoma and the Board of Regents of the 
University of Oklahoma, including its agents, employees, and officers. The hold-harmless 
obligations apply to all claims, demands, losses, judgments and actions that may arise from 
the conditions included in, but not limited to those described in the following list, and all 
expenses associated therewith. The hold-harmless obligations extend to such Supplier's 
subcontractors and agents and shall be documented in any agreement between or among 
such parties. 
 Any injury or damage sustained by any person or property as a result of any act or 
omission by such Supplier. 
 Any infringement by such Supplier of patents, trademarks, service marks, 
copyrights, or other forms of intellectual property. 
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 Any claim or amounts arising or recovered under Workers' Compensation law or 
any other law in consequence of any act or omission by such Supplier. 
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4.1.18 Actions of Supplier 
The University is under no obligation whatsoever to be bound by the actions of any 
Successful Supplier with respect to third parties. The Supplier is not a division, partner, or 
agent of the University. 
4.1.19 Liens 
Each Successful Supplier shall keep the University free and clear from all liens asserted by 
any person or entity for any reason arising out of the furnishing of services or materials by 
or to the Supplier. 
4.1.20 Laws and Regulations 
Suppliers are solely responsible for keeping themselves fully informed of and faithfully 
observing all laws, ordinances, and regulations affecting the rights of their employees, and 
shall protect and indemnify the University, its officers and agents against any claims of 
liability arising from or based on any violation thereof.  By submitting a bid response or 
proposal for services, the Supplier or Bidder certifies that they, and any proposed 
subcontractors, are in compliance with 25 O.S. §1313 and participate in the Status 
Verification System.  The Status Verification System is defined in 25 O.S. §1312 and 
includes but is not limited to the free Employment Verification Program (E-Verify) available 
at www.dhs.gov/E-Verify.  Supplier further agrees to affirm and certify in writing to the 
University in the event a contract between the University and the Supplier results from this 
RFP that sexual or violent offenders are prohibited and no Supplier, subcontractor or 
their employee is registered or required to be registered as a sex or violent offender under 
the Oklahoma Sex Offender Registry, 22 O.S. § 991a or the Mary Rippy Violent Crimes 
Offender Act, 57 O.S. § 591-599. 
4.1.21 Prior Course of Dealings 
No trade usage, prior course of dealing, or course of performance under other contracts shall 
be a part of any contract resulting from this RFP; nor shall such trade usage, prior course of 
dealing, or course of performance be used in the interpretation or construction of such 
resulting contract. 
4.1.22 Availability to Other Colleges and Universities, , State Education Agencies, and/or             
Affiliates 
In the event a contract between the University and the Supplier results from this RFP, the 
Supplier shall offer the same prices, terms, conditions, and all other particulars herein to all 
other institutions within the Oklahoma State Regents for Higher Education system, State 
Education Agencies, and/or affiliates.  Provided however that the Supplier may apply fair 
and reasonable delivery cost adjustments to those institutions whose locations may be 
materially remote or proximate when compared to the delivery distances contemplated under 
this RFP. 
4.1.23 Federal, State, and Local Taxes, Licenses and Permits 
Suppliers are solely responsible for complying with all laws, ordinances, and regulations on 
taxes, licenses and permits, as they may apply to any matter under this RFP. Suppliers shall, 
at no expense to the University, procure and keep in force during the entire period of the 
contract all such permits and licenses and pay such taxes. 
4.1.24 Payment in Advance of Receipt of Products or Services Prohibited 
As a state agency, the University is prohibited by statute from paying for products or services 
in advance. Payment provisions shall be in arrears within 45 days of receipt of Supplier’s 
valid invoice, with any late payment and interest calculated as provided by Oklahoma law. 
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4.1.25 Equal Employment Opportunity Requirements 
In entering into a contract resulting from this RFP, the Supplier agrees to comply with Equal 
Employment Opportunity Affirmative Action requirements as stipulated in Executive Order 
11246 as amended by Executive Order 11375 and all subsequent amendments and 
supplements thereto and superseding orders. The Supplier's failure to comply may result in 
Supplier disqualification and/or cancellation of award. Such disqualification and/or 
cancellation shall be at no fault or liability whatsoever to the University. 
4.1.26 Service related report as a result of this Request for Proposal 
If Request for Proposal includes a requirement to provide a written proposal, report or study, 
per 74 Okl. Stat. 85.41 (F)(1), Supplier will certify the following in any resulting contract or 
award: 
Supplier certifies it has not previously provided the University or any other Oklahoma state 
agency with a product that is a substantial duplication of the written proposal, report or study 
required in this Agreement. 
4.1.27 Insurance Requirements 
Successful Suppliers shall, prior to beginning any work under any contract that may result 
under this RFP, as applicable, or as required by State or Federal law, acquire and have in 
effect minimum insurance coverage as set forth in the following table. The said minimum 
amounts are not intended to limit and do not or reduce any Supplier's liability. 
Coverage Type Minimum Amount 
Workers Compensation Statutory 
Public Liability Insurance Bodily Injury: each person $1,000,000 
Property Damage: each person $1,000,000 
Per-Occurrence for All Claimants and Coverage $1,000,000 
Successful Suppliers shall carry on their work in accordance with the requirements of the 
workers compensation law of the State of Oklahoma, and shall not reject the provisions 
thereof during the life of the contract. Successful Suppliers shall also protect themselves 
using liability insurance coverage against any and all claims for damages to persons or 
property which may arise out of operations under the contract, whether such operations be 
by the contractor, subcontractor, or anyone directly employed by either of them. 
Prior to commencement of work under any contract that may result from this RFP; 
Successful Suppliers shall purchase and maintain property insurance coverage for the full 
insurable value of the property at the site of such work. If the policy evidencing such 
insurance coverage stipulates a deductible amount, Successful Suppliers shall pay the 
difference attributable to such deductible in any payments made by the insurance carrier on 
claims paid by such carrier. The University will not purchase insurance relative to this RFP 
unless otherwise stated herein. 
Successful Suppliers shall file certificates of such insurance with the University, and such 
related coverage shall be subject to the University's approval. 
4.1.28 Environmental Safety Requirements 
  All suppliers providing products and/or services to the University shall comply with the  
  provisions set forth in the following subparagraphs. 
  
  Suppliers shall comply with all applicable Federal, State, and Local environmental,  
  occupational, and safety statutes, regulations, and guidelines.  Suppliers will also obtain all 
  permits required by these statutes and regulations.  For example, the contractor shall file a 
  notice of intent for storm water discharges with the Oklahoma Department of   
  Environmental Quality if the project meets the permitting requirements.     
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Suppliers shall be responsible for maintaining a training and education program for their  
 employees which meets the requirements of the Federal Hazard Communication Standard 
 (29 CFR 1910.1200) and the Oklahoma Hazard Communication Standard (Title 40 Section 
401-424), along with other applicable standards such as the OSHA Bloodborne Pathogen 
Standard (29 CFR 1910.1030) or OSHA Respiratory Protection Standard (29 CFR 
1910.134). Successful suppliers shall submit proof of such training and education program 
prior to award. 
 
  Suppliers shall not dispose of hazardous materials on University property or down sanitary 
  or sewer drains, and shall not dispose of any materials, including water or wastewater,  
  down storm drains. 
 
  All hazardous wastes generated by suppliers are the responsibility and property of such  
  suppliers. Suppliers shall dispose of them in an environmentally responsible manner and in 
  compliance with all applicable laws and regulations. 
 
  Where biological or hazardous materials are used or transported by the vendor, the vendor 
  is responsible for; properly packaging and transporting the materials, providing appropriate 
  training including spill response training for his/her employees, performing appropriate spill 
  response activities when needed and notifying the appropriate regulatory agencies when  
  required. 
 
  Suppliers who encounter suspected asbestos-containing material (ACM) during the course 
  of their work and who may disturb, contact, or damage the suspected ACM, must  
  immediately stop work and contact the OU-Tulsa Environmental Health and Safety Office 
  (EHSO), the OUHSC EHSO or OU ACM Remediation Services. That office will determine 
  whether the material contains asbestos. 
 
  Suppliers who use hazardous materials are responsible for notifying the appropriate EHSO 
  in advance of the work, while also providing Safety Data Sheets (SDS) (formerly known as 
  Material Safety Data Sheets or MSDSs) to the appropriate EHSO for those materials.   
  Where University employees may be exposed to such materials, the contractor shall notify 
  the appropriate EHSO and the affected University departments in advance of such  
  exposures, and shall make every effort to minimize such exposures.  Suppliers/contractors 
  shall minimize University employee exposures to dust, mold, paint odors, and other  
  construction-related airborne hazards through the use of barriers and engineering controls. 
 
  Suppliers who work on the OU campus must inquire as to the location of hazardous  
  chemicals at OU that may be encountered during the course of their work and as to any  
  safety precautions that should be taken while at the facility.  Contractor’s employees shall 
  not disturb or handle any hazardous chemicals belonging to OU encountered in the course 
  of their duties and shall report immediately the existence of any hazardous chemicals  
  belonging to OU in their work area that may be disturbed or handled so that the   
  appropriate EHSO may determine how best to proceed.  
 
  Any operation that has the potential to cause University employees to be exposed to noise 
  levels in excess of OSHA allowable noise levels or hazardous substances in excess of  
  OSHA allowable exposure limits shall be done after normal business hours and shall be  
  scheduled 24 hours in advance with the appropriate EHSO. 
 
  Contractors performing hot work on OU property are responsible for having a company  
  safety program that includes a hot work permit program.  Contractors are responsible for  
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  performing hot work on OU property in a way that does not create hazardous conditions.   
  Contractors performing hot work on OU-Tulsa or OUHSC campuses should provide a hot 
  work permit to the EHSO prior to initiating hot work.  Contractors performing hot work on  
  the Norman campus should contact the OU Fire Marshall.      
Successful suppliers shall ensure that any subcontractors comply with these requirements. 
 
4.1.29 Recycled Materials 
Oklahoma is an energy Conservation State and any comments are welcomed in your 
Proposal that would indicate energy savings. 
 
4.1.30 Export Controlled Products 
If Supplier’s Proposal will include a product that is export controlled, a Response to the 
following questions should be included in the Proposal: 
Is your product export controlled?       
If yes, please state under what specific regulation.     
Do you agree to mark it export controlled?      
 
4.1.31 Information Technology Access 
All solicitations and contracts for information technology shall include the following clause 
pursuant to Title 74, Section 85.7d and OAC 580:15-6-21:  
Pursuant to Title 74, Section 85.7d and OAC 580:15-6-21 electronic and information 
technology procurements, agreements, and contracts shall comply with applicable 
Oklahoma Information Technology Accessibility Standards issued by the Oklahoma Office 
of State Finance. EIT Standards may be found at: 
www.ok.gov/DCS/Central_Purchasing/index.html  or http://www.ok.gov/OSF/documents/isd_itas.doc 
1) For Information Technology or Communications Products, Systems and Applications not 
requiring development and/or customization.  The Contractor shall provide a description of 
conformance with the applicable Oklahoma Information Technology Accessibility Standards 
for the proposed product, system or application by means of either a Voluntary Product 
Accessibility Template (VPAT) or other comparable document, upon request.  
The Contractor shall indemnify and hold harmless the State of Oklahoma and any Oklahoma 
Government entity purchasing the products, systems, or applications not requiring 
development and/or customized by the Contractor from any claim arising out of the 
Contractor's failure to comply with applicable Oklahoma Information Technology 
Accessibility Standards subsequent to providing certification of compliance to such 
Standards.  
2) For Information Technology or Communications Products, Systems or Applications 
requiring development and/or customization.  The Contractor shall provide a description of 
conformance with the applicable Oklahoma Information Technology Accessibility Standards 
for the proposed product, system, or application developed and/or customized by means of 
either a Voluntary Product Accessibility Template (VPAT) or other comparable document, 
upon request.  Additional requirements and documentation may be required and compliance 
will be necessary on the Contractor’s part.  Such requirements will be stated in documents 
such as State Bids, Request for Proposals, Contracts, Agreements, Purchase Orders, and 
Amendments.  
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The Contractor shall indemnify and hold harmless the State of Oklahoma and any Oklahoma 
Government entity purchasing the products, systems, or applications from the Contractor, 
from any claim arising out of the Contractor's failure to comply with applicable Oklahoma 
Information Technology Accessibility Standards subsequent to providing certification of 
compliance to such Standards.  However, the Contractor shall no longer have an obligation 
to indemnify the State for liability resulting from products, systems or applications developed 
and/or customized that are not in compliance with applicable Oklahoma Information 
Technology Accessibility Standards (“Standards”) after the State has tested and confirmed 
that the product, system or application meets the accessibility requirements in the Standards. 
 
4.2 Terms and Conditions for this RFP 
4.2.1 Contractual Intent / Right to Terminate and Recommence RFP Process 
The University intends to contract with one or more Suppliers whose Proposals are 
considered to be in the best interests of the University. However, the University may 
terminate this RFP process at any time up to notice of award, without prior notice, and without 
liability of any kind or amount. Further, the University reserves the right to commence one or 
more subsequent RFP processes seeking the same or similar products or services covered 
hereunder. 
4.2.2 Proposal Acceptance/Rejection 
The University reserves the right to reject any or all Proposals. Such rejection may be without 
prior notice and shall be without any liability of any kind or amount to the University. The 
University shall not accept any Proposal that the University deems not to be in its best 
interests. The University shall reject Proposals submitted after the closing date and time. 
4.2.3 Supplier's Understanding of the RFP 
In responding to this RFP, the Supplier accepts the responsibility fully to understand the RFP 
in its entirety, and in detail, including making any inquiries to the University as necessary to 
gain such understanding. The University reserves the right to disqualify any Supplier who 
demonstrates less than such understanding. Further the University reserves the right to 
determine, at its sole discretion, whether the Supplier has demonstrated such understanding. 
Related to this, the University's right extends to cancellation of award if award has been 
made. Such disqualification and/or cancellation shall be at no fault, cost, or liability 
whatsoever to the University. 
4.2.4 University Provides Information in Good Faith without Liability 
All information provided by the University in this RFP is offered in good faith. Individual items 
are subject to change at any time. The University makes no warranty or certification that any 
item is without error. The University is not responsible or liable for any use of the information, 
or for any claims attempted to be or asserted therefrom. 
4.2.5 Proposal Costs 
The University is not liable in any manner or to any extent for any cost or expense incurred 
by any Supplier in the preparation, submission, presentation, or any other action connected 
with proposing or otherwise responding to this RFP. Such exemption from liability applies 
whether such costs are incurred directly by the Supplier or indirectly through the Supplier's 
agents, employees, assigns, or others, whether related or not to the Supplier. 
4.2.6 Determination of and Information Concerning Supplier's Qualifications 
The University reserves the right to determine whether a Supplier has the ability, capacity, 
and resources necessary to perform in full any contract resulting from this RFP. The 
University may request from Suppliers information it deems necessary to evaluate such 
Suppliers' qualifications and capacities to deliver the products and/or services sought 
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hereunder. The University may reject any Supplier’s Proposal for which such information has 
been requested but which the Supplier has not provided. Such information may include but 
is not limited to: 
 Financial resources 
 Personnel resources 
 Physical resources 
 Internal financial, operating, quality assurance, and other similar controls and 
policies 
 Resumes of key executives, officers, and other personnel pertinent to the 
requirements of the RFP 
 Customer references 
 Disclosures of complaints or pending actions, legal or otherwise, against the 
Supplier 
4.2.7 Pre-Proposal Conference 
The University may hold a pre-Proposal conference related to this RFP. The University will 
determine whether attendance by responding Suppliers shall be mandatory or optional. 
Further, the University may disqualify any responding Supplier who does not attend such 
pre-Proposal conference for which the University has determined Supplier attendance to be 
mandatory. With respect to this RFP, the University's determinations in this connection are 
documented in the section titled "Instructions / Schedules / Information." 
4.2.8 Selection, Negotiation, Additional Information 
Although the University reserves the right to negotiate with any Supplier or Suppliers to arrive 
at its final decision and/or to request additional information or clarification on any matter 
included in the Proposal, it also reserves the right to select the most responsive Supplier or 
Suppliers without further discussion, negotiation, or prior notice. The University presumes 
that any Proposal is a best-and-final offer. 
4.2.9 Revisions to the RFP 
The University may revise any part of this RFP for any reason by issuing addenda. The 
University will communicate addenda to all Suppliers on record as having received this RFP, 
and such Suppliers are responsible for the information contained in such addenda, whether 
or not they acknowledge receipt. The University is under no obligation to communicate such 
addenda to Suppliers who notify the University that they will not be responding to this RFP. 
The University may determine whether an addendum will be considered as part of this RFP 
and/or as part of any contract resulting therefrom. The University shall reject Suppliers' 
Responses to addenda if such Responses are received after the RFP closing date and time. 
4.2.10 Supplier Visits to University Site(s) 
The University may require Suppliers to visit and inspect any site that the University 
determines relevant to this RFP. The University may determine whether the visit(s) by 
responding Suppliers shall be mandatory or optional. Further, the University may disqualify 
any responding Supplier who does not visit if the University has determined a visit is 
mandatory. With respect to this RFP, the University's determinations in this connection are 
documented in the section titled "Instructions / Schedules / Information." 
4.2.11 Proposal Organization 
Suppliers shall present Proposals in a format that can be readily incorporated into a contract 
as prescribed in section 4.1.7 titled "Contract Format." Suppliers may present narrative 
Proposals provided that such Proposals follow the same outline and numbering scheme of 
this RFP, including full descriptive cross-references to all requirements listed in the section 
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titled "Detailed Specifications." Suppliers shall ensure that their Proposals include page 
numbers and are organized in a manner that will facilitate the University's evaluation of them. 
The University reserves the right to reject without prior notice and without liability of any kind 
or amount any Proposal that it deems overly complex, disorganized, or difficult to evaluate. 
The University reserves the right to make such a decision without any input or 
communication from any other party. Suppliers shall ensure that, at a minimum, their 
Proposals contain the components set forth in the following list. 
 Original required sections from this RFP 
 Any additional Responses in corresponding sequence order 
 Any additional supporting data 
4.2.12 Pricing and/or Revenue Proposal 
Suppliers shall indicate pricing and/or revenue offers in the appropriate spaces and/or areas 
provided in this RFP. Suppliers shall ensure that any departure from this condition results in 
an offer that is clearly cross-referenced to the applicable sections within this RFP. For any 
material departure from this condition, Suppliers shall provide clear and unambiguous 
explanations of how the departure relates in detail to the applicable sections within this RFP. 
If the Supplier responds with an "All or None" Proposal, it shall be clearly and unambiguously 
marked as such. 
The University may presume and hold as the Supplier's final offer all pricing and/or revenue 
offerings, whether stated as amounts or percentages, and/or whether or not offered on an 
all-or-none basis, if not otherwise specified by the Supplier. The University may accept or 
reject in part or entirely the Supplier's pricing and/or revenue offerings when such offerings 
are not on an all-or-none basis. The University prohibits the changing of pricing and/or 
revenue Proposals after the RFP closing date and time. Unless otherwise specifically 
proposed by the Supplier, the University reserves the right to hold such pricing and/or 
revenue Proposal as effective for the entire intended contract term. The University may 
prescribe the manner and method by which pricing and/or revenue offerings shall be 
communicated in the Supplier’s Proposal. The University may reject any Proposal in which 
the pricing and/or revenue offering does not conform to such prescribed manner and method. 
4.2.13 No Obligation to Select Lowest Pricing 
The University is under no obligation whatsoever to select as most responsive the Proposal 
that demonstrates the lowest pricing.  
4.2.14 Errors and Omissions in This RFP / Enhancements 
Suppliers shall bring to the University’s attention any discrepancies, errors, or omissions that 
may exist within this RFP. Suppliers shall recommend to the University any enhancements 
in respect to this RFP, which might be in the University’s best interests. 
4.2.15 Errors and Omissions in Suppliers’ Proposals 
The University may accept or reject any Supplier’s Proposal, in part or in its entirety, if such 
Proposal contains errors, omissions, or other problematic information. The University shall 
determine the materiality of such errors, omissions, or other problematic information. 
4.2.16 Required Signatures 
The University may reject any Supplier’s Response if it is not signed and/or notarized as 
indicated and/or required on the areas, spaces, or forms provided within this RFP.  
4.2.17 Proposal Submission and Opening 
The University shall, at the specified closing date and time, open and document the date and 
time on all Proposals that are otherwise in order. The University will make no immediate 
decision at such time. The University will allow interested parties to attend such opening for 
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purposes of learning which Suppliers have responded. However, the University will not 
disclose any information contained in any Proposal until after formal notice of award and 
execution of any contract resulting from this RFP. When multiple documents are scheduled 
to be opened at the same date and time, the University will open documents with individuals 
present in sequential order by document number. The University may hold unopened any 
Proposals received after the closing date and time, and will not consider such Proposals. 
The University reserves the right to retain or dispose of any such Proposals at its discretion; 
however, the University may at its discretion, return such Proposals to their related Suppliers, 
but only at such Supplier’s request and at no cost or expense whatsoever to the University.  
4.2.18 Notification of Non-selection 
The University reserves the right not to notify Suppliers whose RFP Responses are not 
selected for further consideration or notice of award. If the University decides to notify such 
Suppliers in writing, it will send the notifications to the address indicated in each such 
Supplier’s Proposal. 
4.2.19 Withdrawal of RFPs 
Suppliers may withdraw their Proposals at any time prior to the RFP closing date. Suppliers 
may request to withdraw their Proposals after the RFP closing date and any time prior to 
notice of award. The University shall have sole authority to grant or deny such a request. In 
the event the University grants such a request, it may withhold issuing future RFPs to such 
Suppliers. 
4.2.20 Evaluation Criteria 
The University reserves the right to establish the criteria by which it will evaluate each 
Supplier’s Response to this RFP and by which it will determine the most responsive, capable, 
and qualified Supplier(s). 
4.2.21 Pre-Award Presentations 
The University reserves the right to require presentations from the highest ranked Suppliers, 
in which they may be asked to provide information in addition to that provided in their 
Proposals. 
4.2.22 Pre-Award Negotiations 
The University reserves the right to negotiate prior to award with the highest ranked 
Suppliers for purposes of addressing the matters set forth in the following list, which may not 
be exhaustive. 
 Obtaining the lowest and best pricing and/or revenue agreement 
 Resolving minor differences and scrivener's errors 
 Clarifying necessary details and responsibilities 
 Emphasizing important issues and points 
 Receiving assurances from Suppliers 
4.2.23 Effective Period of Proposals 
Under this RFP, the University shall hold that Suppliers' Responses to this RFP shall remain 
in effect for a period of ninety (90) days following the closing date, in order to allow time for 
evaluation, approval, and award of the contract. Any Supplier who does not agree to this 
condition shall specifically communicate in its Proposal such disagreement to the University, 
along with any proposed alternatives. The University may accept or reject such proposed 
alternatives without further notification or explanation. 
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4.2.24 Rejection of Supplier Counter-offers, Stipulations and Other Exceptions 
Any Supplier exception, stipulation, counter-offer, requirement, and/or other alternative term 
or condition shall be considered rejected if State law or University policy govern the issue as 
solely determined by the University and unless specifically accepted in writing by the 
University and thereafter incorporated into any contract resulting from this RFP. 
4.2.25 University's Right to Use Supplier's Ideas / Proprietary Information 
If the Supplier needs to submit Proprietary Information with the Proposal, it is the Supplier’s 
responsibility to ensure that it is enclosed in a separate envelope from the Proposal and that 
it is clearly designated and conspicuously labeled as such. Such designed and labeled 
information otherwise voluntarily submitted will be subject to any public records request. 
Please note that pricing information is not considered Proprietary Information.  
The University shall have the right to use any ideas that are contained in any Proposal 
received in Response to this RFP, along with any adaptation of such ideas. Selection or 
rejection of the Proposal shall not affect the University’s right of use. Provided, however, that 
subject to 4.2.27, the University will, in good faith, and to the extent permitted by applicable 
law including the Oklahoma Open Records Act, honor any Supplier information that is clearly 
designated and conspicuously labeled as proprietary. The University shall not be liable in 
any manner or in any amount for disclosing Proprietary Information if such information is not 
clearly so designated and conspicuously so labeled. The University shall likewise not be 
liable if it did not know or could not have reasonably known that such information was 
proprietary. 
4.2.26 Supplier's Need to Use Proprietary Rights of the University 
All information proprietary to the University and disclosed by the University to any Supplier 
shall be held in confidence by the Supplier and shall be used only for purposes of the 
Supplier's performance under any contract resulting from this RFP. 
4.2.27 Public Record 
Once finalized, all documents resulting from this RFP, including the resulting award(s), are 
available for public inspection pursuant to the Open Records Act.  Copies are provided upon 
written request to the University’s Open Records Office. The University shall not be liable in 
any manner or in any amount for disclosing Proprietary Information if such information is 
required by law to be disclosed. 
4.2.28 Proposal Pricing to Reflect University's Tax Exempt Status 
Proposal pricing shall be exclusive of taxes. The University of Oklahoma is exempt from 
taxes, including State Sales Tax, Property (Ad Valorem) Tax, and Federal Excise Tax. The 
exemption authority is Oklahoma State Tax Code, Title 68, OS 1981, Article 13, Section 
1356 and Federal Tax Exempt number 736017987.  
4.3 Terms and Conditions for Communications between the University and Suppliers 
4.3.1 Communications and Inquiries between the University and Suppliers 
Supplier inquiries and requests for clarification related to this RFP should be directed to the 
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Norman, OK 73069 
405/325-8519 
 
Applicable terms and conditions herein shall govern communications and inquiries between 
the University and Suppliers, as they relate to this RFP. Informal and formal communications 
shall commence and cease as described in the following subparagraphs. Informal 
communications shall include but are not limited to requests from/to Suppliers or Suppliers' 
representatives of any kind or capacity, to/from any University employee or representative 
of any kind or capacity, for information, comments, speculation, etc. Formal communications 
shall include but are not limited to verbal and/or written presentations and pre-award 
negotiations under this RFP. 
 
4.3.1.1 Start and Stop Dates for Formal and Informal Communications 
On the date that the Supplier receives this RFP, informal communications shall 
cease and formal communications shall commence. On the date that the 
University notifies responding Suppliers of this RFP's results and executes the 
resulting contract with the Successful Supplier(s), informal communications may 
resume and formal communications must cease. 
4.3.1.2 Verbal versus Written Communication 
Verbal communication shall not be effective unless formally confirmed in writing by 
the specified University procurement official in charge of managing this RFP's 
process. In no case shall verbal communication override written communication. 
4.3.1.3 University’s Response to Communications from Supplier 
The University will make a good-faith effort to provide a written Response to each 
written request for clarification as described in section 2.4 – Schedule of Events. 
4.3.2 Inquiries about Interpretations 
All requests for interpretations shall be formal and written. The University may treat 
Responses to such requests as Revisions to the RFP, which are discussed in this section in 
the subparagraph titled "Revisions to the RFP." 
4.3.3 Apparently Conflicting Information Obtained by Supplier 
The University is under no obligation whatsoever to honor or observe any information that 
may apparently conflict with any provision herein, regardless of whether such information be 
obtained from any office, agent, or employee of the University. Such information shall not 
affect the Supplier's risks or obligations under a contract resulting from this RFP.  
4.3.4 Collusion Prohibited 
In connection with this RFP, Supplier collusion with other Suppliers or employees thereof, or 
with any employee of the State, including any employee of the University, is prohibited and 
may result in Supplier disqualification and/or cancellation of award. Any attempt by the 
Supplier, whether successful or not, to subvert or skirt the principles of open and fair 
competition may result in Supplier disqualification and/or cancellation of award. Such 
disqualification and/or cancellation shall be at no fault or liability whatsoever to the University. 
 
4.3.5 Improper Business Relationships / Conflict of Interest Prohibited 
In connection with this RFP, each Supplier shall ensure that no improper, unethical, or illegal 
relationships or conflict of interest exists between or among the Supplier, the University, and 
any other party to this RFP. The University reserves the right to determine the materiality of 
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such relationships, when discovered or disclosed, whether intended or not; and to decide 
whether or not Supplier disqualification and/or cancellation of award shall result. Such 
disqualification and/or cancellation shall be at no fault or liability whatsoever to the University. 
 
4.4 Terms and Conditions for Packaging and Transmitting Proposals 
4.4.1 Corrections, Changes, and Providing Information on Forms within the RFP 
Suppliers shall ensure that an authorized individual initials each correction using pen and 
ink. Suppliers shall use pen and ink or typewriter in providing information directly on pages, 
or copies thereof, contained within this RFP.  
4.4.2 Transmittal 
Suppliers shall submit all pages of the original, including Addendums, and (2) two copies of 
the RFP as well as (1) one electronic copy (s) in compact disc format or flash drive to the 
address below.  Sealed Proposals shall be opened by the Purchasing Department at the 
address indicated below and at the time and date indicated in 4.4.5 of this Request for 
Proposal. 
Purchasing Department 
University of Oklahoma  
2750 Venture Drive 
Norman, OK 73069 
4.4.3 Faxes Not Accepted  
The University shall not accept Proposals sent by fax or electronic mail. 
4.4.4 Binding and Marking 
Suppliers shall ensure that the original and each copy are individually bound. When 
submitting more than one Proposal, Suppliers shall ensure that units are clearly marked; for 
example, as "Original of Proposal One," "Copy One of Proposal One," "Original of Proposal 
Two," "Copy One of Proposal Two;" and so on. 
4.4.5 Marking of Envelopes 
Suppliers shall ensure that sealed transmittal envelopes clearly and conspicuously display 
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5.0 SPECIFICATIONS (SUPPLIER COMPLETES) 
5.1 Detailed Specifications 
The University of Oklahoma Libraries (University Libraries) is the major research library system 
supporting undergraduate and graduate programs in the sciences, humanities, social sciences, and 
medical and technology disciplines.  The University Libraries system supports significant research 
programs in varied fields of study. 
 
The library system is divided into four administrative units. The Norman Campus libraries include the 
main library, six (6) branch libraries and four special collections; the Western History Collection, the 
History of Science Collection, the Harry W. Bass Business History Collection and the John and Mary 
Nichols Rare Books and Special Collections.  The Law Center Library (also on the Norman campus) 
includes legal materials and a special Native Peoples Collection.  The Robert M. Bird Health 
Sciences Library on the Oklahoma City campus houses and provides access to resources in 
medicine, dentistry, pharmacy, public health, nursing, and allied health fields.  The University of 
Oklahoma Tulsa Library supports undergraduate, graduate, professional health programs, and a 
variety of Norman based graduate programs. 
 
The University Libraries use campus, state and international networks to provide access to 
informational resources in many different formats.  The resources are located in campus libraries, 
storage facilities, and on databases located around the world.  It is important to note that the 
University Libraries system serves the informational needs of students, faculty, staff and others 
located on campus, throughout the state, and at remote sites around the world.  The libraries use 
interlibrary loan and document delivery services to acquire and distribute information.   
The University Libraries participate in numerous cooperative associations to provide access to 
resources and enhance library services.  Communications among libraries in the consortia is 
important to the effectiveness of the University Libraries.   
 
5.1.2 Overview of Library Service Center 
 
In Fall 2016, University of Oklahoma Libraries will open the new state-of-the-art Library Service 
Center (LSC). The LSC will house more than 500,000 volumes of library materials as well as the 
Cataloging & Metadata, Acquisitions, Digital Data/E-Content Licensing, and Web Services 
departments. 
 
Low use materials will be moved to the LSC to make room for new materials, services, programs 
and spaces for collaboration, research, and interaction. Materials moved to the Library Service 
Center will be available to library users through the Sooner Xpress service, with an expected 
turnaround time of 1 workday or less. 
 
At present, University Libraries uses an integrated library system, Ex Libris’s Alma, to track the 
location of books. Materials in campus library facilities are currently stored on the shelf in call number 
order. In the LSC items will be sorted by size and stored in trays on high-bay shelving. Inventory 
control software will be necessary to determine the location of each item based on the row, unit, 
shelf, and tray. We are interested in purchasing software that can be implemented “out of the box” 
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5.0     SPECIFICATIONS 
 
5.1    Product meets the following objectives: 
• Tracks current inventory and indicates location by barcode system that indicates the 
warehouse area, row, shelving unit, shelf, and tray 
• Makes use of existing item barcodes created by OU Libraries. These barcodes use prefix 
and sequence validation and are 12 digits.  
• Tracks inventory usage 
• Ability for LSC staff to run detailed reports 
 
5.2 General Requirements 
 
5.2.1 Training  
The vendor must provide training to LSC staff on the use of the inventory control system upon 
installation, preferably on-site. 
 
5.2.2 Documentation 
The vendor will provide product documentation and training and/or use manuals in print or online for 
use in perpetuity. 
 
5.2.3 Software Usability 
The vendor will provide a product that will be ready for use “out of the box” by LSC staff, with clear 
menus and minimal jargon. 
 
5.2.4 Maintenance and Support 
The vendor will outline the availability of online, phone, and in-person support for the product and an 
explanation of the enhancement and/or repair request process. 
 
5.2.5 Implementation Plan and Schedule 
The vendor will outline the implementation plan and provide a schedule for implementation and 
training in a daily or weekly format. 
 
5.3 Compatibility with ExLibris’s Alma 
The product should be compatible with the University Libraries’ existing integrated library system, 
ExLibris’s Alma. Ideally, the system would interface with Alma dynamically using standard REST API 
calls between the two products.  Alternatively, having Alma perform scheduled batch processing of 
files containing barcodes and associated transaction information from the remote storage software 
might be possible.  Please describe in detail the methodology used and indicate if test API’s exist 
that can be used with our test instance of Alma to ensure compatibility.  
 
The product should be able to read existing 12-digit barcodes for items. 
 
Item location changes should be communicated in real time between the product and Alma or a daily 
report of location change is prepared and delivered to catalog maintenance staff. 
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Users should be able to request materials through our online catalog or staff may place requests 
through a web-based system. 
 
5.4 Reporting Functions 
Reports should be generated automatically or when prompted by the user. Reports should include: 
• Items received into the LSC on a daily, weekly, and monthly basis, 
• User or facility productivity and error rates, 
• Space in use and space availability, 
• And other relevant productivity and usage reports. 
 
5.5 Hardware Requirements and Equipment Recommendations 
The vendor will provide requirements for product hosting, preferably with options for hosting by OU 
and/or hosting by the vendor, including server type, operating system, storage space needed, and 
other hardware and software requirements for the use of the product.  If cloud-based hosting is 
available, please provide information about uptime, maintenance, updates, scalability, storage 
capacity, and backups. 
 
5.5.1 Back Ups and Fail Safes 
The vendor will provide information on how LSC data is protected and reproducible in the event of a 
data loss. 
 
5.5.2 Equipment Recommendations 
The vendor should provide recommendations for barcode scanners, barcode printers, and any other 
equipment necessary for the use of the product. It is not necessary to provide recommendations for 
pickers or lifts, cardboard storage trays, or any furniture. 
 
5.6 RFP Evaluation and Selection Criteria:  
   
The evaluation of this RFP will be based upon the below criteria: 
 
5.6.1   Selection Process: 
A broad-based Selection Committee [Committee] composed of library professionals will perform a 
preliminary evaluation of all responses to the RFP.   
 
On the basis of the preliminary evaluation, vendors may be selected for further evaluation.   
Vendors selected for further evaluation may be invited to make presentations at University Libraries 
in Norman, Oklahoma.   
 
5.6.2 Evaluation/Selection Criteria: 
In performing the preliminary and final evaluations, the Committee will use the following criteria: 
      
a. System size, detail, quality, ease-of-use and other features.     
b. Demonstrated capacity for vendor to provide software capable of interfacing with ExLibris 
ALMA API’s or other interfaces. 
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c. Demonstrated ability to handle records management and/or storage management projects 
of similar size (initially 500,000 items). 
d. Demonstrated commitment to customer support and service, including initial and ongoing 
training provided. 
e. Company stability, service record and market share. 
f. Quality of references from customers of similar size and situation. 
 
Criteria will be evaluated by reviewing the following:  
 
a. Terms and conditions 
b. Specifications 
c. Check off list 
d. Cost summary 
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5.7 Pricing (Supplier completes)  
5.7.1 Detailed Pricing should be entered in this section. 
 
 
5.7.2 COST SUMMARY 
 
5.7.3    Mechanism you use for determining pricing 
Please provide the mechanism for determining pricing (i.e. flat rate, based on facility size, 
based on institution size, etc.) 
 
5.7.4  Installation and on-site training 
 
5.7.5  Licensing 
Please provide licensing cost for 3 concurrent users for day-to-day operations of a single 
location with an initial capacity of 500,000 volumes. 
 
5.7.6   Annual Maintenance and Support 
 
5.7.7  Customization expenses 
 
5.7.8  Any additional expenses 
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Please provide the names and phone numbers of five (5) customer references using the products or 
services specified in the section titled "Detailed Specifications." 
Customer Company Name Contact Person Telephone Number 
   
   
   
   
   
 
5.9 Pending Litigation or Formal Complaints 
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6.0 SIGNATURES (SUPPLIER COMPLETES) 
6.1 COLLUSION AFFIDAVIT (SUPPLIER COMPLETES - NOTARIZATION REQUIRED) 
Explanation. With regard to any competitive RFP for goods or services which is issued by the State 
of Oklahoma or any of its agencies, Oklahoma laws require each Supplier to execute and submit a 
notarized sworn Statement of Non-Collusion. This statement assures the State that the Supplier has 
not in any way subverted or skirted the principles of competition by colluding with other Suppliers or 
with any employee of the State.  
Action. This affidavit immediately follows. Please ensure it is duly completed and correctly executed 
by an authorized officer of your company. 
 
 
 , of lawful age, being first duly sworn, on oath affirms: 
1. (s) he is the duly authorized agent of, the Supplier submitting the competitive RFP which is attached to this statement, for the purpose of 
certifying the facts pertaining to the existence of collusion among Suppliers and between Suppliers and state officials or employees, as well as 
facts pertaining to the giving or offering of things of value to government personnel in return for special consideration in the letting of any contract 
pursuant to the RFP to which this statement is attached; 
2. (s)he is fully aware of the facts and circumstances surrounding the making of the RFP to which this statement is attached and has been 
personally and directly involved in the proceedings leading to the submission of such RFP; and 
3. Neither the Supplier nor anyone subject to the Supplier's direction or control has been a party; a) to any collusion among Suppliers in restraint 
of freedom of competition by agreement to RFP at a fixed price or to refrain from bidding; b) to any collusion with any state official or employee as 
to quantity, quality or price in the prospective contract, or as to any other terms of such prospective contract, nor; c) in any discussions between 
Suppliers and any state official concerning exchange of money or other thing of value for special consideration in the letting of a c ontract. 
FIRM ______________________________________________________________  DATE OF DELIVERY __________________________________________  
SIGNATURE _______________________________________________________  DISCOUNT PAYMENT TERMS  _________________________________  
NAME , TITLE ______________________________________________________  ACCEPT UNIVERSITY PCARD__________________________________ 
PRINCIPAL ADDRESS _______________________________________________  SEAL OR STAMP 
CITY/STATE/ZIP  ____________________________________________________   
PHONE/EMAIL ______________________________________________________   
ORDER ADRESS IF DIFFERENT _______________________________________  Subscribed and sworn before me this  day of   , 
  
CITY/STATE/ZIP ____________________________________________________   
PHONE/EMAIL ______________________________________________________  
NOTARY PUBLIC (OR CLERK OR JUDGE) 
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6.2 Business Relationships Affidavit (Supplier completes - notarization required) 
Explanation. This affidavit is required to detect whether an illegal or inappropriate business 
relationship exists between a Supplier and the University. 
Action. This affidavit immediately follows. Please ensure it is duly completed and correctly executed 
by an authorized officer of your company. If none of the business relationships described below 
pertain to the Supplier, the affiant should so state. 
I, ________________________________________, of lawful age, being first duly sworn, on oath says that (s)he is the agent authorized by the 
bidder to submit the attached bid. Affiant further states that the nature of any partnership, joint venture, or other business relationship presently in 
effect or which existed within one (1) year to the date of this statement with the architect, engineer, or other party to the project is as follows: 
________________________________________________________________________________________________   
 
_______________________________________________________________________________  ________________ 
Affiant further states that any such business relationship presently in effect or which existed within one (1) year prior to the date of this statement 
between any officer or director of the bidding company and any officer or director of the architectural or engineering firm or other party to the 
project is as follows: 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________  
 
_____________________________________________________________________________  ________________ 
Affiant further states that the names of all persons having any such business relationships and the positions they hold with their respective 















Subscribed and sworn to before me this _____ day of _____________, 20_____. 
_________________________________________________ 
Notary Public 
My Commission Expires ____________________________________ 
(SEAL) 
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6.3 EEO Certificate of Compliance - Contracts over $10,000 (Supplier completes) 
Explanation. This certificate is required under Executive Order 11246 (as amended). In entering into any resulting contract 
over $10,000, the Supplier agrees to comply with the Equal Employment Opportunity requirements stipulated in Executive 
Order 11246 as amended by Executive Order 11375 and 11141 and as supplemented in Department of Labor regulations (41 
CFR Part 60-1.4(a), 60-300.5(a) and 60-741.5(a) et. seq.).  
Action. This certificate immediately follows. Please ensure it is duly completed and correctly executed by an authorized officer 
of your company.  
Equal Opportunity Clause 
During the performance of this/these contract(s) the contractor agrees as follows: 
The contractor will not discriminate against any employee or applicant for employment because of race, sex, color, religion, sex, or national origin. The contractor will take affirmative action to ensure that applicants 
are employed, and employees are treated during employment, without regard to their race, sex, relig ion, color, national origin, political beliefs, or veteran’s status. Such action shall include, but not be limited to the 
following: 
Employment, upgrading, demotion or transfer; recruitment or recruitment advertising; lay-off or termination; rates of pay or other forms of compensation; and selection for training, including apprenticeship. The 
contractor agrees to post in conspicuous places, available to employees and applicants for employment, notices to be provided by the contracting officer setting forth the provisions of this nondiscrimination clause. 
The contractor will, in all solicitations or advertisements for employees placed by or on behalf of the contractor, stated that all qualified applicants will receive consideration for employment without regard to race, 
sex, religion, color, national origin, political beliefs, or veteran’s status. 
The contractor will send to each labor union or representative of workers with which he has a collective bargaining agreement or other contract or understanding, a notice to be provided by the agency contracting 
officer, advising the labor union or workers’ representative of the contractor’s commitments under Section 202 of Executive O rder 11246 of September 24, 1965, and shall post copies of the notice in conspicuous 
places available to employees and applicants for employment. 
The contractor will comply with all provisions of Executive Order 11246 of September 24, 1965 and of the rules, regulations and relevant orders of the Secretary of Labor. 
The contractor will furnish all information and reports required by Executive Order 11246 of September 24, 1965, and by the rules, regulations, and orders of the Secretary of Labor, or pursuant thereto, and will 
permit access to his books, records, and accounts by the contracting agency and the Secretary of Labor for purposes of investigation to ascertain compliance with such rules, regulations and orders. 
In the event of the contractor’s noncompliance with the nondiscrimination clauses of this contract or with any of such rules , regulations, or orders, this contract may be canceled, terminated or suspended in whole 
or part and the contractor may be declared ineligible for further government contracts in accordance with procedures authorized in Executive Order 11246 of September 24, 1965, and such other sanctions may 
be imposed and remedies invoked as provided in Executive Order 11246 of September 24, 1965, or by rule, regulation, or order of the Secretary of Labor, or as otherwise provided by law. 
The contractor will include the provisions of Paragraphs A through G in every subcontract or purchase order unless exempted by rules, regulations, or orders of the Secretary of Labor issued pursuant to Section 
204 of Executive Order 11246 of September 24, 1965, so that such provisions will be binding upon each subcontractor or Supplier. 
The contractor will take such action with respect to any subcontract or purchase order as may be directed by the Secretary of Labor as a means of enforcing such provisions including sanctions for noncompliance: 
Provided, however, that in the event the contractor becomes involved in, or is threatened with, litigation with a subcontractor or Supplier as a result of such direction, the contractor may request the United States 
to enter such litigation to protect the interests of the United States. 
Certification of Non-segregated Facilities 
By the submission of this bid and/or acceptance of purchase order(s) during the above period, the bidder, offerer, applicant,  or subcontractor certifies that he does not maintain or provide for his employees any 
segregated facilities at any of his establishments, and that he does not permit his employees to perform their services at any location, under his control, where segregated facilities are maintained. 
He certifies further that he will not maintain or provide for his employees any segregated facilities at any of his establishments, and that he will not permit his employees to perform their services at any location, 
under his control, where segregated facilities are maintained. The bidder, offerer, applicant, or subcontractor agrees that a breach of this certification is a violation of the equal opportunity clause in this contract. 
As used in this certification, the term “segregated facilities” means any waiting rooms, work areas, rest rooms and wash rooms, restaurants and other eating areas, time clocks, locker rooms and other storage or 
dressing areas, parking lots, drinking fountains, recreation or entertainment areas, transportation, and housing facilities provided for employees which are segregated by explicit directive or are in fact segregated 
on the basis of race, sex, religion, color, national origin, political beliefs, or veteran’s status, because of habit, local custom, or otherwise. He further agrees that (except where he has obtained identical certifications 
from proposed subcontractors for specific time periods) he will obtain identical certifications from proposed subcontractors prior to the award of subcontracts exceeding $10,000 which are not exempt from the 
provisions of the equal opportunity clause; that he will retain such certifications in his files; and that he will forward the following notice to such proposed subcontractors (except where the proposed subcontractors 
have submitted identical certifications for specific time periods). 
Disabled Veteran and Vietnam Era Veteran Affirmative Action Program Requirements 
In entering into any contract which exceeds $10,000, the bidder agrees to comply with Disabled Veteran and Vietnam Era Veteran Affirmative Action Program Requirements as stipulated in Public Law 93-508 and 
all amendments thereto. Failure to comply with the requirements of Public Law 93-508, Title 41, CFR60-250 and Title 41, CFR60-741 and all amendments thereto shall be deemed a material breach of this 
agreement and shall subject this contract to cancellation and rescission at the option of the University of Oklahoma. Copies of the applicable portions of this law are available from the University of Oklahoma 
Purchasing Office if required. 
These provisions must be included in any subcontracts awarded involving this bid. 
CERTIFICATION 
If awarded this contract __________________________________________ agrees to comply with all above provisions. 
(Company) 
           
(Signature) 
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6.4 (EEO Certificate of Compliance - Contracts over $50,000 (Supplier completes) 
Explanation. This certificate is required under Executive Order 11246 (as amended). In entering into 
any resulting contract over $50,000, the Supplier agrees to comply with the Equal Employment 
Opportunity requirements stipulated in Executive Order 11246 as amended by Executive Order 
11375 and 11141 and as supplemented in Department of Labor regulations (41 CFR Part 60-1.4(a), 
60-300.5(a) and 60-741.5(a) et. seq.). 
 
Action. This certificate immediately follows. Please ensure it is duly completed and correctly executed 
by an authorized officer of your company. Note: if the Supplier has 50 employees or less, this 
certificate is not required 
In the event that any resulting contract exceeds $50,000 and the contractor has more than 50 employees, the contractor agrees to submit 
Standard Form (EEO-1) to the Joint Reporting Committee (unless previously submitted). The report must be submitted within 30 days after the 
award of the contract. This requirement is waived if the contractor has submitted this report within the past twelve (12) months.  
If awarded a contract over $50,000 and the contractor has more than 50 employees, the contractor agrees to develop and maintain on file a 
written Affirmative Action Program. The elements of this program are as follows: 
Identification and analysis of problem areas inherent in minority employment and an evaluation of opportunities for utilization of minority group 
personnel. 
The specific steps which should be taken to guarantee equal employment opportunity in the identified problem areas and, where deficienc ies 
exist, the development of specific goals and timetables. 
A table of job classifications. 
Approval by an executive official of the contractor. 
Utilization Evaluation: The evaluation of utilization of minority group personnel shall include the following:  
An analysis of minority group representation in all job categories. 
An analysis of hiring practices for the past year, including recruitment sources and testing, to determine whether equal employment opportunity 
is being afforded in all job categories. 
An analysis of upgrading, transfer and promotion for the past year to determine whether equal employment opportunity is being afforded. 
Maintenance of Programs: Within 120 days from the commencement of the contract, each contractor shall maintain a copy of separate 
affirmative action compliance programs for each establishment, including evaluations of utilization of minority group personnel and the job 
classification tables, at each local office responsible for the personnel matters of such establishment. An affirmative action compliance program 
shall be part of the manpower and training plans for each new establishment and shall be developed and made available prior to the staffing of 
such establishment. A report of the results of such program shall be compiled annually and the program shall be updated at that time. 
Information on compliance with Affirmative Action Program requirements is also contained in Office of Federal Contract Compliance Revised 
Order No. 14. 
These provisions must be included in any subcontracts awarded involving this bid. 
CERTIFICATION 
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6.5 Certification of Proposal (Supplier completes) 
Explanation. This certification attests to the Supplier's awareness of and agreement to the content 
of this RFP and all accompanying provisions contained herein. 
Action. This certificate immediately follows. Please ensure it is duly completed and correctly executed 
by an authorized officer of your company. 
This Proposal is submitted in Response to Request for Proposal number R-00000-16 issued by the University of Oklahoma. The undersigned, as 
a duly authorized officer, hereby certifies that 
________________________________________________________________ 
(Company) 
agrees to be bound by the content of this Proposal and agrees to comply with the terms, conditions and provisions of the referenced Request for 
Proposal (RFP) and any addenda thereto in the event of an award. Exceptions may be noted only as stated in the RFP. The Proposal shall remain 
in effect for a period of ninety (90) calendar days as of the Due Date for Responses to the RFP. 
Person(s) authorized to negotiate in good faith on behalf of this firm for purposes of this Request for Proposal are: 
  ____________________________________________________ 
(Name) (Title) 
  ____________________________________________________ 
(Name) (Title) 
____________________________________________ 
Signature 
____________________________________________ 
Printed 
____________________________________________ 
Title 
______________________________ 
Date 
______________________________ 
F.E.I.N. 
 
